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1. Preface
This handbook contains the necessary materials to run the Model International Criminal Court (MICC) Courses. The MICC active learning
method was originally developed for use in the framework of simulations
lasting several days, but this handbook makes the method accessible for
use in the form of MICC Courses – shorter sessions taking place over
a limited number of days or weeks, so that teachers and youth trainers
(educators) could run the method more flexibly. The MICC Courses may
take place as part of classroom work in history and civics classes as well
as in form of extra-curricular activities outside of daily schoolwork (after
classes, at youth exchanges, summer schools, etc). The duration and
depth of the courses is designed to be scalable.
The guide consists of three parts:
- Part One (Chapter 1) gives an overview of the background and
objectives of MICC;
- Part Two (Chapter 2) includes materials for the educator, the
structure of the Model International Criminal Court simulation and
guidelines for the implementation of the method. It also provides
the necessary basic knowledge for participating in the simulation
as well as some background on international law, the cases used
in the exercise and the principles of criminal law. Thus, the second
chapter should provide the educator with comprehensive knowledge of the issues to be covered.
- Part Three (Chapters 3-5) contains the student handouts. Detailed
guidelines as to which materials and when should be handed out
are listed in the previous chapter for educators (Part Two – Guiding
Materials for the Teachers).

1.1 Introduction
MICC is a teaching method for introducing human rights and the theory
and practice of international criminal law to high school and university
students. MICC has been designed to provide an introduction to inter
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national law, enable a discussion on grave human rights violations of
the past and describe the international proceedings regarding such
crimes.
The MICC cases – actual crimes with convicted perpetrators – are
based on trials that took place at various military tribunals (eg Nuremberg Trials after World War 2) and other court systems. The cases are
tried according to proceedings of the International Criminal Court (ICC).
The ICC in Hague is an independent permanent tribunal founded on July
1st 2002 when the Rome Statute – the international treaty that forms the
legal foundation for the ICC - entered into force.
The first MICC was organised in 2005 by the Kreisau Inititive in
Krzyżowa (Kreisau), Poland as an exchange for Polish and German
youth. Students from many other countries have attended the MICC
events since. Later the method was also adapted for the needs of university students, especially those engaged in legal studies. The method
is being adopted in other countries from Estonia and Latvia to Turkey
and South Africa.
The Unitas Foundation – in cooperation with the Kreisau Initiative
- has developed a shortened version of the MICC method that can be
applied in as well as outside of the classroom under more flexible circumstances than full simulations. The authors hope that educators and
participants alike will find this handbook valuable in teaching and learning about human rights, history and law.

1.2 General objectives of MICC
This handbook contains guidelines for conducting MICC Courses, but the
educators should also be aware of the differences compared to the full
MICC simulations (referred to as simply MICC later on, as opposed to
MICC Courses). A brief description follows.

Objectives of full length MICC
One major objective of MICC is to provide students with knowledge
on a number of different subjects. During the simulation, students will
get acquainted with international criminal law, humanitarian law as well
as issues related to the International Criminal Court. Through discussing
cases, students will learn about the events in Rwanda, former Yugoslavia, Nazi Germany, and the Soviet Union. In addition, they shall get an
overview of the main principles of criminal law and the rule of law. Ac-
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quisition of this knowledge is facilitated by the engaging and interactive
method which motivates participants to seek further information about
the topics covered. Furthermore, the simulation will enable students
to put their new knowledge into practice and thereby acquire various
skills. In their MICC roles, students will practice writing, working in a
team, structuring their thoughts as well as written and oral argumentation. At the end of the simulation, students will also have the opportunity to express themselves.
Moreover, one of the main aspects of MICC is the cultivation of a
range values. Case information and event descriptions convey an understanding of the horror of crimes against humanity. This will be supported by lectures on human rights and contemporary global issues. The
simulation’s competitive element will divert attention from the underlying horrors and facilitate the digestion of fresh knowledge about crimes
against humanity. In the simulation, each student shall have a role as a
prosecutor, defence counsel or judge – each representing one perspective of the procedure in defending human rights. For example, a defence
counsel shall emphasise the right to a fair trial and presumption of innocence, while a judge will have to establish the truth by reaching a fair
judgment.
As judgments are different, and at times acquitting (ie particiants
will deem a perpetrator not guilty), participants shall gain insight of the
complexity of the legal system — an understanding that laws may sometimes not reflect the full ethical dimension of a person’s acts.
The effectiveness of the MICC teaching method is strengthened at all
those levels by two main aspects — real-life cases and clearly defined
roles. Both shall help the students identify themselves with the parties
of conflict instead of just reading a general text about Rwandan genocide or similar. Students will start to take their roles very seriously and
therefore view all the knowledge offered in the simulation as a tool for
“winning” the case, ie doing the best to fulfil their role. The educators
will sometimes even have to scale down the competitive aspect and emphasise the common goals of the simulation, such as personal growth.

MICC participant will
▪

be able to identify the underlying principles of criminal and
international law

▪

value the rule of law and human rights and condemn crimes
against humanity
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▪

understand the complexity of administering justice

▪

have better argumentation and structured expression skills

Objectives of the MICC for classroom use
The MICC Courses that you will be conducting as an educator is a
shorter version of the MICC and therefore with more limited objectives.
Nevertheless, the students will acquire various competences during the
MICC courses.
As with the original MICC, students participating in the short version
will learn about the principles of criminal law, crimes against humanity and the background and statute of the International Criminal Court.
They will also be able to improve their argumentation and public speaking skills through practice and learning new methods. For many students, the real-life cases are novel study material and will spark interest
in the related broader issues. Covering these issues also leads to an
appreciation of human rights and the rule of law.
If at all possible, please allocate some time at the end of the exercise
for students to discuss their experiences and ask questions. For this, you
yourself should be well prepared and able to provide additional knowledge or references. Discussion is crucial for increased understanding of
topics discussed and also for dealing with mixed feelings accumulated
during the simulation.

The participant of the MICC for classroom use will
▪

be interested in international criminal law, criminal law and the
historical and political background of incidents and the related
countries;

▪

be able to identify the underlying principles of criminal and
international law

▪

be able to more easily acquire future knowledge of issues
covered in the simulation

▪

be aware of the complexity of administering justice

▪

value the rule of law and human rights and condemn crimes
against humanity

▪

have improved argumentation skills.
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2. Guiding Materials
for Teaching

2.1 About the method
This part describes how to carry out MICC Courses as an educator.
MICC Courses consists of three basic components: preparatory work,
trials, and debriefing (see Table 1). Preparatory work takes place by way
of lecturing, facilitating group discussions and homework done either individually or in teams – as the educator prefers. The trials require homework in preparing cases and verdicts and their presentation in class.
Debriefing consists of facilitating a discussions over the MICC experience
and how that relates to the students civic life.
These components can be spread out over a varying amount of time,
based on the educators experience, the preliminary knowledge of the
students and the size of the group. For the purposes of this handbook,
hoerver, the course material is designed to be covered in 4 x 90 minutes.
A more detailed lesson plan of the MICC Courses components is presented on the following pages.

Introduction of participants
(if necessary)

Introduction
5-10 min

Divide students into equal groups
of 3-5 people.

Work on
cases
15-20 min

Background of the situations or
conflicts in which the crimes discussed were committed.

Give each group a role: prosecutors, defence lawyers and judges.
Tell the students to start preparing their case so that there would
be something to work with during
the next lesson.

Lecture on
the background of
the cases
15-20 min

Role division
and home
assignment
5 min

Discuss this in groups and see if
you can reach a common opinion.

Think about it on your own –
should the person be found
guilty? Can we condemn what
was done?

Read through the cases

Lecture on criminal law, international criminal law and the ICC.

Lecture on
theory of
criminal law
25-30 min

What is MICC?

Activity

Section

What do you think about
the culprits and their role
in the crimes? Do you
think they are guilty?

While called a lecture,
this part should ideally be
interactive and as much
a discussion with the students as it is a lecture by
the teacher/trainer.

Content

Teams of prosecutors/
defence lawyers should
be of equal size, teams
of judges may consist of
less people

E.g. development of
No hand-outs are
meant to be distributed. Rwandan genocidal conBackground information flict - what lead to it?
for this lecture is included in the handbook.

Case descriptions

No hand-outs are
meant to be distributed.
A summary of the background information for
this lecture is included
in the handbook.

Materials

Lesson #1 - Introduction to the MICC method and international criminal law

2.2 Lesson plan (4 x 90 minutes)

The goal of this part is not to help
students with arguments for the trials but to give them knowledge and
understanding of some of the biggest atrocities of the 20th century.

The aim is for the students to get a
little bit familiar with the case and
develop a first impression of the
circumstances that the accused was
in. Students should think not yet as
lawyers but rather as themselves:
would they punish the accused?

The goal is to jump into the world
of ICC and MICC, but first build
a bridge from common everyday
knowledge of students like the fact
that the state punishes people for
killing.

Result
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Guidelines on what is expected of
each role and how that may differ
from the popular opinion

Teams prepare their case. Students should be instructed to
ask any questions that they have
when working on the case. This
lesson is their last chance to get
help from the trainer/teacher.

Roles for
Prosecutors,
Defines
& Judges
5-10 min

Work on
the cases
15 min

Prosecutor – provide a
fair, not always a maximum punishment
Defence – guaranteeing
fair trial & fair punishment (eg show mitigating circumstances), not
acquittal necessarily
Judges – fair verdict,
base decision on all
content from teams +
background info.

Analyse crimes step-byNo hand-outs are
meant to be distributed. step - 4 prerequisites
Background information ◦◦ Material element
(act, kind of crime)
for this lecture is includ◦◦ Connection between
ed in the handbook.
defendant & crime
◦◦ Mental element
◦◦ No grounds for
excluding criminal
responsibility
Educators should actively
guide teams working on
cases, especially if several cases are discussed
simultaneously

Give students guidelines on how
to work with a criminal case:
what are the aspects that must
always be taken into account
when working a criminal case?

Structure
of crime
according
to Rome
Statute
10-15 min

Content

Materials

Activity

Section

Lesson #2
Make it easier for students to structure their arguments and thought
and give them knowledge of how
criminal law works.

Result
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The purpose is to make sure that
students have an understanding of
the articles and are not leaving out
something crucial in their argumentation.

It is not necessary to go
into the depths of legal
mystery of the articles
but rather just ask students what the article
talks about.
For example when talking about article 7 and
crimes against humanity, make sure all the
students understand the
same way what are the
necessary conditions for
something to be called a
crime against humanity.

Gather half of the class that are
working on the same case and go
through the relevant articles of
the statute together with them.
The other half of the class should
be working on their own case at
same time. Then switch and talk
to the others about their case and
relevant articles.

Teams prepare their case. Students should be instructed to
ask any questions that they have
when working on the case. This
lesson is their last chance to get
help from the trainer/teacher.

Give the students an overview of
what the trial will be like.

Prosecutors & defence lawyers: prepare your argumentation and speeches for the trial and write a position paper (length of
either 1 or 2 A4 sheets – discretion of the educator) outlining your arguments.
Judges: make sure you are prepared to listen to the argumentation and to ask questions.

Analysis of
the specific
articles of
the Rome
Statute
10-15 min

Work on
the cases
15-20 min

Description
of Trial
Procedures
5 min

Home
Assignment

According to lesson plan
for Lesson #3

No hand-outs are
meant to be distributed.
Background information
for this lecture is included in the handbook

Students don’t have to make every
argument strictly adhere to this
structure. Present this as something
that will make it easier to think of
legal arguments. Hopefully students
will be able to use it right away.

Define: what does the law
No hand-outs are
say?
meant to be distributed.
Background information Describe: what are the
specific facts of the
for this lecture is includcase?
ed in the handbook
Match: do the facts match
what the law says?

Teach the students the definedescribe-match scheme and encourage them to acknowledge
it in every legal argument they
have already thought of and use
it when constructing new arguments.

Result

How to
argue law
5-10 min

Content

Materials

Activity

Section
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36 minutes

All together		

Judges are asked to write the verdicts (this should be equal in length to the position papers that were required from the
defense/prosecution)

minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes
minutes

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Speech of the prosecution
Speech of the prosecution
Speech of the prosecution
Speech of the defense
Speech of the defense
Speech of the defense
Judges’ questions to both sides
Prosecution’s reply speech
Defense’s reply speech

Home assignment
5 min

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Have 2 trials according to the
time structure presented here
and in the last chapter of the
handbook (under the instructions for trial).
Small deviations from the time
structure are possible. For example if the prosecution uses
only 6 minutes instead of 12
for the speeches, the educator
might give more time to the
judges to ask questions.

The trials
75 min

Result

Rearrange the classroom for a
formal environment; discuss ,
entering/leaving room, standing up/sitting down, presenting
trial at hand, giving the floor,
etc
Judges determine “presiding
judge” who will lead the hearings

Content

Preparation
for
trial
5-10 min

Materials

Activity

Section

Lesson #3
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What was the punishment?
Is it a fair punishment, considering the reasons for
punishment?
Is this what you expected?

Incapacitation
Deterrence
◦◦ Direct
◦◦ Indirect
Retribution
Rehabilitation
Expression
Proportionality
This discussion is not bound to any topic but should
ideally flow freely. Good things to bring up are for
example the truth and reconciliation commissions
of the Republic of South Africa after apartheid or
amnesties that are sometimes given to dictators for
stepping down. The idea is to present the ongoing
peace vs justice debate to the students and have
them think about their opinion.
What did you learn?
What did like/dislike?
What is your role as a citizen to defend rights of
yourself & others
What will you do next?
How to get involved in MICC?
Joing MICC newsletter & FB pages
◦◦ Other ways of being active in civic life

Judges read out the verdicts (prepared as home assignments)

Class discusses the verdicts. The
idea is to get students to discuss
justice and why they think one or
the other punishment is just or
unjust.

Tell the students what are usually
considered to be the reasons to
punish someone. Discuss whether
they think those reasons are
valid.
Also, ask students who they think
should punish and discuss whether it should be the people, the
government or the court and why.

So far it has been a lot about how
to punish but the assumption is
always there that If somebody is
guilty, they should be punished.
Ask students whether sometimes
they think even a perpetrator
should not be punished.

What did students learn and how
will the apply it in life

Verdicts
15-20 min

Group
discussion
on verdicts
20 min

Reasons for
punishment
15-20 min

Further
discussion
on justice
15 min

Debriefing
& relation
to students’
civic life
15 min

Content

Activity

Section

Lesson #4

The purpose of this is to get initial feedback from the participants
to the judgements and then start
coming out of the role of a lawyer
back into the role of a student and
member of the civil society.

Result
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3. Background knowledge

3.1. Offence structure and application of provisions
This section will provide an overview of the offence structure, i.e. conditions which must be fulfilled in order to pass a guilty verdict and the
steps which must be taken to verify whether those conditions have been
fulfilled in a case or not.

Offence structure or the conditions of conviction
A court shall convict a person if he/she has committed an offence.1
However, establishing whether a person has committed an offence is not
a single-question issue. The legal concept of offence is often much more
complex than it may appear. Besides the question of whether a person committed an act (e.g. took something that belonged to another)
or caused a consequence (e.g. did something which led to someone’s
death) specified by the law, it should also be established whether he/
she did this intentionally and whether there are grounds for excluding
responsibility (e.g. self-defence).
Thus, an analysis of the elements of an offence must be carried
out first in order to check whether a person’s act met all the objective and subjective criteria set out in the law. This must be
followed by a responsibility check, i.e. verification of whether
there were circumstances which may exclude the person’s responsibility.
For the sake of simplicity, this text uses the example of inducing (encouraging) a minor to drink alcohol as a crime that has to be analysed
following the offence structure. Everything described here, however, applies equally to any crime punishable under the Rome Statute.
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Elements1
Objective elements
Objective elements are the actual circumstances which establish
whether the specific person has performed the specific act.
Offences are divided into crimes and misdemeanours. As the cases in
this simulation only involve the more serious of the two, i.e. crimes, the
term „offence“ may be replaced with „crime“ in this context.
The basic elements of an offence are act and consequence. An offence always involves an act. For instance, manslaughter involves an act
which results in another person’s death. Even if the act is not specified in
the elements (eg causing serious health damage under Estonian criminal law), the act of the person must always be established (eg „stabbing
in the shoulder”). Under the law, only a bodily movement of the person
himself/herself shall be considered an act. Thus, if person A, who is
standing with a knife in hand, is struck by person B and falls on person
C who receives a stab wound, A has not performed an act and cannot be
convicted for causing bodily injury.
Besides act and consequence, the elements of an offence often include several additional conditions which the offender, object or the act
itself must fulfil.

Section 182 of the Estonian Criminal Code provides:
„An adult person who induces a person of less than 18
years of age to consume alcohol shall be punished by
a pecuniary punishment or up to one year of imprisonment.” This Section provides the following objective
elements: 1) the subject is an adult 2) the object
is a minor 3) the act: one person induces another to
consume alcohol.
The elements of this example include a specific act which must be performed, i.e the act of inducing. Consequence is not required, i.e. conviction does not depend on whether the act of inducing (e.g. persuading
the minor) actually led to a consequence (the minor consuming alcohol).
Adulthood of the inducer is an additional criterion for the subject and
minority is an additional criterion for the object. Thus, a minor cannot
be convicted for inducing another minor or an adult to consume alcohol.
1 Delictual elements according to the Rome Statute are given below. Estonian criminal
law uses a three-tier structure: elements, unlawfulness and guilt.
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Subjective elements
The subjective aspect indicates the person’s attitude towards
the offence, in other words, what was going on in his/her mind
during performance of the act. Although this is not specifically
provided in each section of the law (as this would not be practical), the objective criteria of each section are followed by a
subjective criterion: intent. This means that on order to convict
someone of an offence, the intentional nature of the act must be
established.2
However, the legal definition of intention differs from its common meaning – that the offender specifically wanted to cause damage to the victim. Intent is also present when a person at least understands that his/
her act may result in a specific consequence. This applies even if the
person performing an act hopes that such consequence will not occur or
is expecting another, positive result.
Intent must be present in all the objective elements. For example, if a
person induces another to consume alcohol while assuming that the other person is an adult, he/she has not intentionally committed a Section
182 offence – the intent does not cover the element of object’s minority.
Another example: a person grabs another person’s suitcase from an
airport, thinking it is his/hers as it looks similar to his/her own suitcase.
The objective criteria of theft may have been fulfilled, but as there is no
intent, the person shall be acquitted.
On the other hand, let us imagine that someone sets fire to a house
while assuming there may be someone inside. In that case, if someone
in fact dies in the fire, the manslaughter has been intentional – the arsonist was aware there might be someone inside the house.
Another important aspect of intent is that the perpetrator does not
need to know that the act is a punishable offence. Intent means the person meant to perform the specific act, not that he/she actually wanted
to break the law. I.e. wanted to set the house on fire or have the minor
taste some alcohol.

2 This does not mean that a person committing an offence by accident, i.e. without
intent, could escape punishment altogether. Many categories of offences are also
punishable in case of negligence, i.e. no intent required. However, the Rome Statute
does not cover such offences and intent must always be established in order to convict someone under the Statute.
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Responsibility
The fact that someone has performed an act fulfilling the elements of a crime does not automatically entail that the person
can be punished for the act.
It is therefore necessary to establish the lack of circumstances which may exclude responsibility. This does not imply that
all such circumstances should be analysed – only those circumstances need to be covered which might exist in view of the facts
(i.e. if it is clear that a person was not coerced to perform an act,
it is not necessary to analyse possible duress).
There are two types of circumstances which exclude responsibility: circumstances which exclude the unlawfulness of an act and circumstances
which exclude a person’s guilt.3 In the first case, an act fulfils the objective criteria of a crime but is permissible due to special circumstances,
e.g. self-defence.
Circumstances excluding guilt are those which exclude the person’s
Circumstances excluding guilt are those which exclude the person’s responsibility due to his/her personal characteristics (i.e. the person is
mentally incompetent and cannot be held guilty). Such circumstances
are usually the person’s age (less than 14 in Estonia, less than 18 under
the Rome Statute) or mental disorder.
For example, A is walking down an empty street and encounters B
who who flashes a knife and yells „I will kill you!“. A punches B in the
face and runs away. In this case, both the objective and subjective circumstances of physical abuse have been met, but A cannot be held
guilty because of self-defence.
Conclusion
There are 3 steps that need to be taken in order to be convinced that
someone should be responsible for a crime: the material element must
be fulfilled, the mental element must be fulfilled and there must be no
grounds for excluding the responsibility of the person.
This is true for almost all national legal systems and is also the correct
way to approach crimes under the Rome Statute. The material elements
of crimes can be found in articles 6, 7 and 8, the mental element is described in article 30 and several grounds for excluding responsibility are
found in articles 31 and 33.
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3.2. Application of law
As described above, convicting a person is subject to fulfilment of certain conditions which must be checked. The following describes the application of law, i.e. how the presence of a condition shall be checked.
Application always consists of three stages which may be subject to
legal arguments.
The question to be ansswered before reaching any legal conclusion
is: do the factual circumstances correspond to the law? In other words,
does the law cover the specific situation?
The three stages of legal argumentation are dderived from this question. First, it is necessary to establish the meening of „corresponds to
the law“ or the exact contents of the law. Second, it is necessary to establish all factual circumstances, i.e. what happened and how did it happen. Once it has been established what corresponds to the law means
in the given circumstances and what the factual circumstances are, we
have enough information to answer that question.
When checking whether any element or
ground for excluding responsibility is present,
the following scheme should be followed

elements

material
element

consequence
...

defining
what the
law says

mental
element

describing
important facts
of the case

responsibility

matching the
facts with what
the law says

grounds for excluding
responsibility

application of the law

structure of offense

act
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Each element and circumstance excluding responsibility must be checked
in accordance with this scheme of application
This scheme is the basis for the application of any legal provision. It
should be noted, however, that each element may not need to be thoroughly considered if a circumstance is self-evident. For example, it is
not necessary to waste time to convince the court that a mobile phone
is a thing.

Three stages of legal reasoning
One: interpretation of a provision or what is written in the law?
It may appear that everything has been written in the law, but
legal provisions are very general and a word may carry different
meanings. Therefore, the first task is to establish what is written in the relevant provision. This is called „interpretation of the
law“.

The aforementioned Section 182 of the Estonian Criminal Code provides: „An adult person who induces a
person of less than 18 years of age to consume alcohol shall be punished by a pecuniary punishment or
up to one year of imprisonment.”
What is the meaning of „induce”? Does inducing involve convincing a
minor to consume alcohol? Or is it enough to give a minor a bottle and
say: „Drink if you want to?” Or if an adult person speaks of his/her love
of alcohol in the presence of a minor, could this also be inducing?
The interpretation of laws is facilitated by earlier court judgments,
opinions of legal scholars etc. In this simulation, legal policy arguments
will be sufficient. A legal policy argument is a justification of an interpretation by its consequences. While all other proof of a given interpretation (e.g. earlier judgments) implies that a given interpretation is
correct, a legal policy argument is one which indicates what the correct
interpretation should be.
For example, it may be reasoned that inducing should be construed
as not covering the consumption of alcohol in the presence of a minor
because this would inappropriately restrict the freedom of adults to consume alcohol without having to constantly worry about minors seeing
them. The opposite argument might be that such an interpretation could
prevent careless alcohol consumption among adults and thus reduce its
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negative effect on minors.
Both of the above are legal policy arguments which justify an interpretation by its social consequences in case of a consistent interpretation of a provision according to one argument or another.
Two: establishing the facts of a case or what really happened?
Prosecution and defence may have different versions of the factual
circumstances – in other words, how did the accused behave.

The prosecution claims that adult X approached 16-year
old Y on House Street at 6:35 PM on 04.05.2011,
pressed a bottle of beer into his hand and said in a
serious voice: „Drink it now!”. The defence claims
that X did in fact walk that street at that time,
but did not speak with Y or hand him a beer bottle.
To establish the truth, the court shall examine both sides’ witnesses and
review other evidence, taking into account that the accused gets the
benefit of the doubt.
In our simulation, this stage will, for both sides, mostly involve finding
the relevant facts in the case.
Three: subsumption or do the facts of the case correspond to the
provisions of the law?
The question in this stage that with which we started the legal analysis in the first place – do the facts correspond to the law? It should
be noted that the first two stages have already yielded a certain interpretation of the law and a clear picture of the circumstances of the case.
In practice, however, most disputes relate to the interpretation of the
law or the factual circumstances. Nevertheless, it is always possible to
claim that the established facts do not meet the established interpretation of the law, while agreeing to the other party’s positions on facts and
interpretation.

Let’s assume that the prosecution is able to prove at
the interpretation stage that „inducing to consume
alcohol” means that a person gives alcohol to a minor and encourages him/her to drink it; is factually
proven that X did in fact press a bottle of beer in
Y’s hand and said in a serious voice „Drink it now!”.
Now (at the third stage) the prosecution will have
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to point out that beer = alcohol, pressing a bottle
in the hand = giving alcohol, and saying „Drink it
now!” in a serious voice = inducing.

Dispute and arguments in court
For the prosecution, it is most important to guess what issues are likely
to become the main subject of dispute. Its objective is to put all the time
and energy into argumentation related to those issues. Otherwise, the
issues which are crucial for deciding on the guilt of the accused could be
overlooked.
Although it may not be necessary to explain each aspect of application of the law according to the scheme, the prosecution will have to
convince the judge that all the elements of offence are present and factual circumstances fully meet the criteria provided in the law concerning
the crime.
The defence, on the other hand, is not obliged to do anything. The
defence may even remain silent throughout the trial and if the prosecution fails to prove the guilt of the accused, the judge will have to acquit
the latter even if the defence did not actually contest any of the prosecution’s claims. Of course, the defence may contest the claims in all three
stages and does not have to accept anything. However, it is more feasible to choose a few crucial facts for which the defence finds the prosecution’s claims to be most erroneous, and point out the main reasons why
the accused should not be convicted. In short, the defence should focus
its time and energy on arguments relating to those crucial issues.

Conclusion
The 3 stages of legal argumentation are always there. Even if you hear
somebody in the street shouting “that man is a thief. Capture him!”, it
can be broken down into these 3 layers. What the shouter means is that
a thief is somebody who takes away things that belong to other people
and the person running down the street has just taken away somebody’s
purse and therefore, the facts and the law match.
This is also the way that the Rome Statute should be analysed. When
for example the defence and prosecution agree on what happened but
still argue over whether the accused was acting under duress, it means
that they have different definitions of duress and whoever’s definition is
the same as the opinion of the judges, should win this particular debate.
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3.3. On international law and the Criminal Court
This part of the background knowledge is not necessary to run a successful simulation. This is additional knowledge that the teacher of the
course can choose to incorporate in the form of a lecture or workshop
simply to give students a better historical understanding of the ICC. It
is important to notice that during the simulation, cases from situations
that happened before the founding of ICC are discussed as if they were
under ICC jurisdiction, in other words as if they had happened today.

International law
National law is a set of rules which regulates the behaviour of persons
and is ultimately enforced by the state. Legal norms differ from social
and ethical norms in terms of enforceability: the state will guarantee
their general observance (including by threat of punishment). In a democratic system, if one does not like a particular legal norm, he/she will
be able to convince fellow citizens and politicians to amend it. Until the
norm applies, however, he/she will be obliged to follow it or face sanctions.
The mechanism or international law is more ambivalent. The subjects
of international law (entities which should follow it) include not only individuals but also states and organisations. While a state with its police
force is stronger than any citizen, there is obviously no global entity with
sufficient military power to force all states to follow a norm or punish
them in case of violations.
Perhaps closest to being the „world police“ is UN Security Council
which has the right to impose economic sanctions and use military power against states that threaten international peace and security.
However, this „police” is (at least in its current form) inefficient and
not particularly fair: the five permanent members – United States, China, Russia, France ajd United Kingdom – have a veto which essentailly
means immunity from sanctions for themselves or their allies.
Of course, individual states may also decide to sever economic ties
with or attack another state in order to enforce a contract or established
norm. In practice, this is an option for the most powerful countries,
while smaller states would only harm themselves by such policy.
If so, how can international law work at all? The advocates of international law believe that some legal norms do not necessarily require enforcement by threat of sanctions. This is based on a notion that human
beings are not essentially power-hungry, aggressive and malevolent but
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rather peace-loving, just and kind by nature. A peaceful and fair person
does not find legal norms to be an unpleasant burden but rather a set
of guidelines which he/she is willing to observe. Such persons will then
influence their governments to follow international law. As a result, even
the most powerful states are bound to act benevolently towards the others.

International Criminal Court
International Criminal Court (ICC) was founded in 1998 and started
work in 2002. The Court’s activities are based on the Rome Statute
which was prepared by 160 states, 33 intergovernmental bodies and
236 non-governmental organisations.
The ICC aims to punish the worst and most inhuman crimes
and thereby prevent their repetition. According to the Rome
Statute, such crimes include genocide, crimes against humanity,
war crimes and aggression. As the parties who adopted the Rome
Statute were unable to agree on the definition of aggression, the ICC
will not be able to try aggression crimes until at least 2017. Besides the
serious nature of those crimes, they are also the ones most likely to
involve government members or high officials whom it may be hard to
prosecute in their own countries and who should therefore be subject to
international trial. ICC’s jurisdiction over those types of crimes will only
apply in cases where the state affected by the crime cannot or will not
prosecute the suspects.
Upon the ICC’s creation, a group of states led by Canada and Scandinavian countries sought to give the Court the privilege to prosecute
any person committing the crimes under its jurisdiction anywhere in the
world. However, resistance from other countries was so strong that the
advocates of universal jurisdiction had to accept a compromise. As a
result, the Court only has jurisdiction in the following cases:
1. the accused person is a national of a state party of the Rome
Statute;
2. the crime was committed on the territory of a state party of
the Rome Statute;
3. UN Security Council adopts a decision that certain events
should be subjected to ICC’s jurisdiction to ensure peace and
security.
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This means that if a crime was not committed on the territory of a state
party or by a national of a state party, the Court may prosecute it only
if the UN Security Council provides the Court a mandate on crimes committed on a given territory during a given period. Subject to an application, each state may separately issue to the Court a mandate to investigate crimes committed on its territory or by its nationals.
ICC enthusiasts initially feared that such conditions would render
the Court incapable of prosecuting any crimes as countries facing
serious conflicts would never voluntarily subordinate to the Court.
Those fears were proven unsubstantiated, at least in part. To the
surprise of many, the Rome Statute was in early 2000s ratified
by a number of countries with a recent history of armed conflict,
including Fiji, Sierra Leone, Cambodia, Macedonia and DR Congo.
As of June 2011, the Statute had been ratified by 116 states, including
Estonia in 2001. The ICC has so far opened six official investigations regarding events in Uganda, DR Congo, Central African Republic, Sudan’s
Darfur province, Kenya and Libya. As for Uganda, DR Congo, Central
African Republic and Kenya, those states are parties to the Rome Statute
and therefore subject to investigation. Sudan and Libya have not ratified
the statute and the mandate to investigate crimes on their territories
has been provided by the UN Security Council.

3.4. Basic principles of criminal law
This part of the background knowledge is not necessary to run a successful simulation. This is additional knowledge that the teacher of the
course can choose to incorporate in the form of a lecture or workshop
simply to give students a better understanding of criminal law. It is important to notice that during the simulation, cases from situations that
happened before the founding of ICC are discussed as if they were under
ICC jurisdiction, in other words as if they had happened today.

Presumption of innocence
Presumption of innocence is a fundamental principle of criminal law,
which is generally accepted in Western countries and many others and is
an essential requirement of what we call a fair judicial system.
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Presumption of innocence means that no person may be convicted of an offence unless his/her guilt is beyond doubt.
An exhaustive definition of „beyond doubt” is, however, not possible.
Any legal system always involves some compromise: if convicting is too
easy, the risk of innocent people being punished becomes too great, yet
if the prosecution’s burden of proof becomes too heavy, too many criminals are left unpunished.
Presumption of innocence also represents the main difference of
criminal proceedings from civil proceedings where all parties are equal.
Prosecution must prove the guilt of the accused and the defence will
only have to create reasonable doubt in order to avoid conviction. The
defence does not even have to present the „facts of innocence“, it is
enough if it can undermine the prosecutions claim that such facts did
not occur. In both cases, the court must accept the facts as true.
As a result, the prosecution’s burden is much heavier than that
of the defence. The prosecution must seek out the relevant provisions and present the evidence. The defence may remain silent
at the trial. Of course, it does not have to, but in that case it does
not have to prove innocence but merely cast reasonable doubt
on the prosecutor’s arguments.

Nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege
(in latin, literally: no crime, no punishment without a law)
This is another principle deeply rooted in the Western legal systems
and concepts of justice. This principle basically means that noone shall
be punished for anything that was not prohibited by the law at the
time.
Since Hitler and his Nationalsozialistiche Deutsche Arbeitspartei (NSDAP) committed the most heinous crimes, which were apparently in
accordance with the laws of the time, the principles of natural law are
being cited as a limitation of the maxim. In our era, for example, rape
is deemed to be a punishable crime even in countries where a dictator has revoked the laws prohibiting it. Except for most serious crimes
which directly breach the fundamental human rights like the right to life
or human dignity, the nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege principle is a
citizen’s safeguard against arbitrary prosecution.
The nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege principle covers two main
aspects:
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first, the sources of criminal law, i.e. the provisions establishing which act is an offence, shall not apply retroactively. For example, if abortion was criminalised today, the law could not be
used to punish persons who had it performed yesterday when
the law did not exist and they could therefore not have foreseen
the consequence.
The same principle applies to providing more severe punishments for
existing crimes – in this case a person having committed the offence
before the amendment should receive the less severe punishment stipulated in the law in force at the time of the offence. On the other hand,
it has been accepted that retroactive application is obligatory in cases
where the punishment for an offence has been reduced. Once it has
been decided that an act should result in a lesser punishment, there is
no reason to apply a more harsh punishment to some persons.
The other aspect of nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege is the principle of specification. This means that punishable acts must be clearly
defined in the law.
For example, the Soviet-era Civil Code provided criminal punishment
for acts harmful to the society. Such a vague formulation paved the way
for massive judicial abuse by apparently legal means. The principle of
specification includes the prohibition of the use of analogy in criminal
proceedings. In civil proceedings, a judge may fill legal gaps by means
of analogy, i.e. conclude that although a law does not provide the rule
for a specific case, its circumstances are equivalent to some other case
and the provisions regarding the other case may therefore be applied.
In criminal proceedings, punishing a person on the basis of analogy is
excluded because people cannot be expected to foresee such analogies.
A punishment may only be applied if an act is expressly prohibited.
It may sometimes be hard to adhere to the principle of specification
– the world is complex and detailed description of all possible circumstances may not be possible. Generalisations are unavoidable.
The nulla poena, nullum crimen sine lege principle not only limits
punishment to the specific acts provided in the law but also the measure
of punishment. This means that an accused person may only receive a
punishment expressly provided in the law.
During MICC cases are discussed hypothetically as if they had happened today, after the founding of ICC and entering into force of the
Rome Statute. If the ICC was to try cases that happened before 2002
in real life, it would be a clear breach of the nullum crimen, nulla poena
sine lege principle as it would then apply a statute that was adopted after the crimes were committed.
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Ne bis in idem
(literally: not twice in the same)
This principle means that a person shall not be tried for the same offence twice. Like the previous one, it also covers two main aspects.
First, if a person has been prosecuted, he/she shall not be prosecuted for the same cause again. This means the prosecution will only
have one chance to bring the charges. Other circumstances established
at a later stage which might change the judgment to the detriment of
the convict will not have any effect. An exception to this is the case of
circumstances which could not have been revealed earlier.
This principle is increasingly important in today’s international law as
national courts exist side by side with new international courts and the
jurisdiction of the two may sometimes be overlapping. An international
court cannot assign a punishment to persons already punished by national courts. However, international courts may serve as courts of appeal for the judgments of national courts. In such case, an international
court may issue a ruling on the correctness of the previous judgment.
The International Criminal Court also follows the principle of reviewing only those criminal matters which the involved state/states are unable or unwilling to prosecute. In this context „unwillingness“ shall cover
not only the lack of an appropriate judicial institution but also cases
where criminal proceedings in a state lead to an obviously incorrect
punishment.
If, however, a person is convicted in both national and international
courts, the latter’s punishment shall be reduced by the time already
served. For example, if a genocide convict is sentenced to 2 years of
imprisonment at an unfair trial and the International Criminal Court imposes a 10-year prison sentence, the person will have to serve 8 additional years.
The other important aspect of ne bis in idem is that a person shall
not be punished for several crimes if he/she actually committed only
one act. For instance, if a person stabs another in the back, causing
an internal bleeding which leads to the victim’s death the next day,
this act includes the elements of physical abuse, causing severe health
damage and manslaughter. The punishments for those crimes will not
be summarised and the most serious charge – killing – will include the
other two. Thus, the person shall only be punished for manslaughter.
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Right to fair trial
All the principles of criminal law are aimed at achieving fairness in
the judicial system – a state should not abuse any person by arbitrary
actions or acts which are otherwise contrary to public sense of justice.
The right to fair trial is provided additionally as a separate principle. This
covers the formalities of judicial proceedings which have to be carried
out in a fair manner. This principle relates to several aspects:
• Each person has a right to defence. For persons who are
unable to procure legal aid, a public defence counsel will be
provided in most countries.
• The judge must be independent. This means that he/
she must not have a personal conflict of interest. In the
Republic of Estonia, this is safeguarded by judges’ salary,
which significantly exceeds the average, and the prohibition
of certain activities (for example, judges may not belong
to political parties or own or manage companies). The
requirements on judges’ education are strict and each judge
must complete an obligatory special training programme. All
this is to guarantee that judgments reflect applicable law and
not the personal opinion of an average person.
• Another aspect of the right to fair trial is the right of appeal.
Estonia has a three-level judiciary system: – county courts,
circuit courts and Supreme Court. If the Supreme Court
decides to review a case, it may revoke the earlier judgment
and return the case to the previous instance or reject the
appeal after initial review. Judgments of the Supreme Court
may be appealed on European level.
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4. Background
of the cases

4.1. Yugoslavia3
The path to war
The Federal Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia (until 1963 the Federal
People’s Republic of Yugoslavia) existed between 1946-1991. It consisted of six republics: Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Macedonia. The Yugoslav constitution was drafted to
the Soviet example, but the country was never part of the USSR. Moreover, Yugoslavia distanced itself from both NATO and the Eastern Bloc at
the end of 1940s and criticized their systems of government. It went on
to form the non-aligned movement along with several other states and
remained a member until its own collapse. This movement is active to
date and has declared an aim of guarding the independence and security
of countries which do not belong to large political and defence organisations.
During 1945-1980, Yugoslavia was ruled by the Communist regime
of Josip Broz Tito. The federation was founded on the principle of equal
rights for all ethnic groups and republics.
After Tito’s death and with the changing international situation in the
1980s, especially the collapse of most communist regimes and the end
of the Cold War, the Yugoslav state came under more and more pressure to reform. The country faced both economic hardship, being under
the obligation to repay loans to IMF, and a political crisis after losing its
privileged status as teh non-aligned member of the Communist bloc.
The recess in Yugoslavia contributed to increasing fights between the
federal state and regional politicians especially on how the economic
3 This article uses materials from Wikipedia contributors, “Yugoslav Wars,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Yugoslav_
Wars&oldid=513807722 (accessed September 23, 2012); Wikipedia contributors,
“Srebrenica massacre,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Srebrenica_massacre&oldid=514122092 (accessed September 23,
2012) and Wikipedia contributors, “Bosnian War,” Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bosnian_War&oldid=514115527 (accessed September 23, 2012).
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The ethnic division of areas in Bosnia Herzogovina before 1991

1991
Croats - more than 66%
Croats - 50-65%
Croats - up to 50%

Bosniaes - more than 66%

Serbs - more than 66%

Bosniaes - 50-65%

Serbs - 50-65%

Bosniaes - up to 50%

Serbs - up to 50%

burdens between the republics were to be shared. As a result, Slovenia
and Croatia declared their independence in June and December 1991,
respectively, and were immediately recognized by the international community as independent states. For Bosnia and Herzegovina, the decision
of whether to secede or to remain part of Yugoslavia was not as easy:
the population of Bosnia and Herzegovina were ethnically not homogenous and no ethnic group was majoritarian by itself.
The population was about 40% Serb, 17% Croat and 43% Bosniak,
with fragmented distribution throughout the territory (see Figure 3) so
that it was not possible to divide the area into ethnic regions.
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Wanted poster for Serb leaders Slobodan Milosevic, Radovan Karadic and Ratko Mladic.
U.S. Department of State. 2000. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Foundation.
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Tensions between the three sides began to escalate. Each group had
its own army and a leading political party. The Bosniak army was the
weakest of the three, mainly due to the arms embargo established in
late 1991 by UN Security Council resolution No. 713. Meanwhile, the
Serb army (Vojska Republike Srpske, VRS) had taken over most of the
arsenal of the former Yugoslav Army and Croats could easily smuggle
arms across the border from Croatia.

The beginning of the war
In March 1992, the President of the federal republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina declared the independence of the country after a referendum the Serbs had boycotted. Yet the country was rife with distrust and
the Serbs, Croats and Bosniaks kept quarrelling over their rights in the
parliament. In a while, a war broke out between the three sides. Each
group was afraid that if it did not attack, it would itself be attacked sooner or later. The territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina was divided between
a Bosniak-Croat federation and a Serb republic (Republika Srpska), tied
by a loose federation.
When Bosnia and Herzegovina declared independence, the Yugoslav
People’s Army (JNA) left the country, but most of its arms and officers remained, now under the name of VRS. The Croats formed their
own army, the Croat Defence Council (Hrvatsko Vijeće Obrane, HVO).
Bosniaks mostly regrouped into the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (Armija Republike Bosne i Hercegovine, ARBiH). Bosnian
Serbs received support from Slavic orthodox countries like Russia, but
also volunteers from Greece. Groups of Western radicals (like neo-nazis
from Germany, Austria and Sweden) fought alongside with the Bosnian
Croats. Bosniaks, most of whom are Muslims, were supported by foreign
Muslim organisations.
Dispute continues as to who were the first victims of the war, but
Bosnian Serbs started a campaign of ethnic cleansing in 1992. The Serb
army took control of non-Serb villages, forcing most of the population to
flee. Men and women were often separated; men were murdered or sent
to camps while women were detained in special prisons where they were
denied access to hygiene and were systematically abused and raped.
After clearing villages of people, houses were ransacked and/or burned
to the ground.
Those events were made possible by the Serbs’ decisive military
dominance despite their relatively small share in the total population.
Cleansing and looting was aimed at forcing the Bosniak government to
accept the Serb claims.
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Continuation of the war
In the second half of 1992, the Croat army undertook a major tactical shift. HVO had so far attempted to protect their own regions from
the Serbs, but now decided to project most of their forces to conquer
the Bosniak areas in central Bosnia and Herzegovina. This was caused
by the Serbs’ military dominance and the Karadordevo agreement which
essentially divided the country’s territory between Croats and Serbs.
This meant that the weakest of the three sides – Bosniaks – was now
in an even worse position, having to protect itself from two stronger
attackers. In 1993, most of the armed activity took place between the
Croats and Bosniaks.
In the same year, the UN Security Council started taking measures to
end the war – a no-fly zone was established over the territory of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and NATO began enforcing it immediately. The UN also
founded the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
(ICTY) in order to investigate the violations of international humanitarian law on former Yugoslav territory.

Srebrenica
In April 1993, the United Nations declared the besieged Northeast
Bosnian city of Srebrenica a protected safe area. Despite this, VRS
forces led by general Ratko Mladić attacked Srebrenica in July 1995.
A 400-strong Dutch peacekeeping force was forced to stand by as the
VRS captured the city, killing thousands. The Srebrenica massacre was
the largest mass murder in Europe since World War II. More than 8000
men were massacred and 25,000–30,000 Bosniak women, children and
elderly persons displaced.

End of war
In the same year of 1995, the VRS committed several other mass killings near Bosnian cities of Tuzla and Markale. The latter were followed
by NATO airstrikes at Serb forces and infrastructure. A combination of
airpower and diplomacy finally brought the sides of the conflict to a negotiation table and the Dayton peace agreement was signed two months
after the first NATO bombings.
According to the Sarajevo research and documentation centre, almost
100,000 were killed in the war.
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4.2. Rwanda
Facts
Capital: Kigali
•
Area: 26,000 sq.km
•
Population: 11,4 million
•
Main ethnic groups:
	Hutus (84%), Tutsis (15%),
Twadis (1%)
•	Location: Central Africa
•	Neighbours: Democratic
	Republic of Congo, Uganda,
Tanzania, Burundi
(see Figure 4).
•

Historical background
Until the 18th century, Rwanda
was divided into smaller communities and inhabited by three groups –
Tutsi cattle-breeders, Hutu farmers
and Twadi hunter-gatherers. In the 18th century, power concentrated
into the hands of a Tutsi ruler whose court, army and taxmen were
known as Tutsis regardless of ethnic origin. Rwanda fell under German
colonial rule in the 19th century (1884-1916), followed by Belgian rule
(1916-1960). Inspired by the then popular ideas of racial purity, both
colonial powers promoted the Tutsi rule and all the rich and “good-looking“ members of the rwandan population were called Tutsis. A special
„ethnic“ ID-card system was adopted to distinguish between the „races”.
During the democratic reforms of 1950s, both ethnic groups became
politically organised and also formed their own militias: PARMEHUTU for
Hutus and UNAR for Tutsis.
A Hutu rebellion and revolution took place in 1959 after an attempt
on the life of the PARMEHUTU leader. In ensuing acts of vengeance, an
unknown number of Tutsis (20,000-100,000 in different sources) were
killed and about 150,000 fled to neighbouring countries.
Rwanda declared independence in 1962 and power was transferred to
Hutus. A number of reforms contrary to human rights were carried out
and both groups resorted to violence. Tutsis were marginalised in most
spheres.
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The eve of genocide
In 1990, the Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF) of Tutsi rebels started a civil
war, taking over the Rwandan regions bordering Uganda. However, neither side achieved clear success in the struggle and intermittent talks had
by 1993 led to the Arusha peace accords. The treaty included provisions
on creating a transitional government, uniting the armies of both sides
and establishing the rule of law. Those accords never entered into force.
On 6. April 1994, unknown attackers shot down the plane of president
Habyarimana and the incident was blamed on Tutsi rebels. This provided
the pretext and instigation for genocide which began a few hours later.

Genocide
The genocide spread quickly, helped by long preparations and the previous founding of dedicated Interahamwe and Imuzamugambi militias.
In addition to those groups, a large number of Hutu civilians took part
in the killings after incitement in the mass media and especially radio.
800,000-1,000,000 Tutsis and moderate Hutus were killed in 100
days and almost 2 million Rwandans (mostly Tutsis, but also Hutus) fled
to neighbouring countries. The international reaction was modest and
UN forces in Rwanda left soon after the killings began. The genocide
ended on 18. July 1994 when the forces of Rwanda Patriotic Front entered Kigali.

Timeline of genocide (emphasis style 2)
1. April: A plane carrying President Habayarimana and Burundi
President Cyprien Ntaryamira is shot down over Kigali airport.
2. April: The killing of Tutsis and moderate Hutus begins. UN
forces refrain from intervention in order not to overstep their
mandate. 10 Belgian peacekeepers are killed.
3. April: Tutsi-led Rwanda Patriotic Front launches a military
campaign to stop the killings and save 600 soldiers stationed
in Kigali under the Arusha accords.
Middle of May: The Red Cross puts the death toll at 500,000.
17. May: UN adopts a resolution on sending an additional 5500
peacekeepers, also mentioning possible genocide.
22. May: Rwanda Patriotic Front takes control of Kigali airport
and Kanombe barracks.
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Bodies of Rwandan refugees wrapped in straw mats and blankets line the roadside.
Reynolds, R. 1994. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Foundation.
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22. June: Debate on the peacekeeping mission continues. UN
authorises 2500 French soldiers to launch Operation Turquoise
to establish a safe area in the government-controlled part of
Rwanda.
4. July: Rwanda Patriotic Front takes control of Kigali and
Butare. The leadership announces they are willing to form a
government under the Arusha accords.
13.-14. July: Refugees escaping the Rwanda Patriotic Front flood
across the border to Zaire (DR Congo).
18. July: Rwanda Patriotic Front declares and end to the war
and nominates pastor Bizimungu as President and Faustin
Twagiramungu as Prime Minister.

Why did the people go with ethnic hatred and violence?
Artificial identity creation by colonial powers
Socio-economic inequality and resulting class hatred
• Brainwashing through education and mass media
•	Rumours and fear
• Ideas of vengeance and obligation towards community
•	Legitimisation of ethnic violence by the state
•
•

After the genocide
After the genocide, pastor Bizimungu was nominated President and
RPF leader Paul Kagame became Vice President and Minister of Defence,
although he was the de facto head of state. Rwanda faced enormous
problems from returning Tutsi refugees and 2 million revenge-fearing
Hutus. The first municipal elections were held in 1999 and presidential
elections in 2003.
The country is to date led by RPF leader Paul Kagame who has carried out a number of internationally acknowledged reforms but is also
known to be authoritarian. Debates on ethnic issues are prohibited by
Rwandan law.
In 1994, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda was founded
in Arusha, Tanzania, by UN Security Council resolution No. 977. The tribunal investigated almost 50 cases and convicted 29 persons, including
former Rwandan Interior Minister Jean Kambanda who pleaded guilty.
Some cases are still on-going.
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Wanted poster for fugitives wanted for the Rwandan Genocide made by the US
Government for the Rewards for Justice program to assist the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. U.S. Department of State. 2004. Wikimedia Commons.
Wikimedia Foundation.
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Handout 1: Offence Structure

Offence structure
The structure of the offence consists of three elements:

Objective elements
The objective elements include all the apparent circumstances. Did
the accused apparently commit the offence described in the law?

Subjective elements
Covers that which is going on in the person’s mind. Did the accused
commit the offence intentionally? Was he/she aware of the circumstances which qualify the act as an offence?

Responsibility
Responsibility is based on circumstances which may exclude a person’s responsibility even if the objective and subjective elements are
present. Are there any circumstances which may exclude responsibility?
For example, did the person act in self-defence?
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Handout 2: Case Backgrounds

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
Bosnia and Herzegovina declared its independence from the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia in 1992. This was opposed by the country’s Serbs whose share in the
population was around 40% and who had an autonomous Serb republic (Republika
Srpska) within the newly independent state. Seeking to achieve an all-Serb population on its territory, the Serb army (VRS) began expelling and killing the nonSerb population. In three years, several hundred Bosniak villages were destroyed,
more than 10,000 killed and almost 100,000 displaced. Bosniaks, most of whom
were Muslim, sought refuge from the Serb army in the city of Srebrenica.
Although the UN had declared a safe area in Srebrenica and sent 400 peacekeepers to protect the civilian population there, VRS invaded the city in July 1995.
In a thoroughly planned operation, Bosniak men were separated from the women
and children and taken to various nearby villages where mass executions were carried out in the following days.

Rwanda
The small Republic of Rwanda (about twice smaller than Estonia by territory) is
located in Central Africa. The country was ruled by a monarchy during the 15th20th century. The ruling elite were called Tutsis and the poorer, mostly farmer
population were known as Hutus. It has also been claimed that Tutsis and Hutus
are of different geographical origin and somewhat different physical traits.
Oppressed Hutus began an uprising against the Tutsi monarchy in 1959. Hutus
took power in the country and opposition parties were gradually removed from
political competition. Many Tutsis fled the country during the revolution and the
following years.
In 1990, the Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF) of Tutsi exiles attacked Rwanda. A
three-year civil war ended by an accord between RPF and MRND (Rwanda’s military
government) which created a multi-party system open for both Hutus and Tutsis.
MRND members were not satisfied with the outcome and started planning the
extermination of Tutsi population. Weapons were distributed to Tutsi civilians and
„enemy” lists were prepared of persons to be executed, including Tutsis, Hutus
who were opposed the military regime and the foreign spouses of Tutsi women. An
anti-Tutsi media campaign was designed by MRND to fuel hostility against Tutsis.
Its main instrument was the RTLM radio channel which urged people to exterminate „the enemy“ and broadcast the locations of Tutsi sanctuaries.
Around 800,000 to 1,000,000 Tutsis and liberal Hutus were murdered during the
period of April-July 1994.
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Handout 3: Application of provisions
Three stages of application must be covered in order to establish whether the factual circumstances are in accordance with the law (see Figure
6). The first stage involves establishing what is written in the law. The
second stage involves establishing what actually happened. The third
stage involves matching the provisions and the factual circumstances.

Figure 6. The three stages of application

What is
written in
the law?

What
actually
happened?

Do the factual circumstances
match the law? In
other words, were the
events in accordance
with what is provided
in the law?
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Handout 4: case descriptions

Prosecutor vs. Dražen Erdemović
Dražen Erdemović
Dražen Erdemović was a Bosnian Croat. He attempted to leave Bosnia
and Herzegovina in 1993 to escape the war, but could not get across the
border. Having heard of the dangers of not being in the army and desperately short of money, Erdemović decided to join the VRS in order to
protect himself and his pregnant wife. He selected the 10th Sabotage
Detachment as its duty was reconnaissance, not combat operations.
In reality, however, the unit did more than reconnaissance. One day
in 1994, Erdemović was ordered to attack civilians working in a
field. After he had refused, he was degraded to the rank of private.
On 16. July 1995, his unit was taken to a farm near Srebrenica. He
saw Bosniak men being unloaded from around 20 buses, each carrying
about 60 persons. The men were lined up and Erdemović, together with
seven more soldiers, was told to shoot at them. Erdemović told his commander that he did not wish to participate in such an act. The reply was:
”If you do not wish to, you can just go and stand in the line together with
them. You can give us your rifle.” Hence, he fulfilled the initial order and
killed around 70 Bosniak men. Later the same day his detachment was
ordered to shoot about 500 muslim men in a school in Pilica. This time
Erdemovic refused. After this he started drinking and was shot in a bar
by a former member o his military detachment. He underwent surgery
and survived.

Indictment
Dražen Erdemović shot and killed unarmed Bosnian civilians on 16.
July 1995. The accused is charged with having committed murder as
a crime against humanity pursuant to article 7(1)(a) of the Rome
Statute.
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The Prosecutor vs. Georges Ruggiu
Georges Ruggiu
A Belgian citizen of Italian origin, Georges Ruggiu decided to move
to Rwanda in 1994, after having visited the country several times in
the early 1990s and having made social contacts there – also among
the Hutu leaders of Rwanda at that time. He worked as a journalist
and broadcaster at RTLM radio station during January-July 1994. In his
broadcasts during this period, Ruggiu made several references to the
necessity to finish off the 1959 Revolution and in June 1994 directed militias to Gitwe Hill in Mutara Commune, where the Tutsi were apparently
not yet eliminated. Two days after the broadcast,
the interahamwe killed members of some 70 families in that location.
Georges Ruggiu’s broadcasts were made in French, but he also used
some terms in Kinyarwanda, which had a specific meaning in the Rwandan context at that time. Among others, Ruggiu used the word Inyenzi
(„cockroaches” – a pejorative term for Tutsis). He did not, however,
speak Kinyarwanda and during his stay in Rwanda was always accompanied by his Hutu aquaintances.

Indictment
The accused Georges Ruggiu is charged with direct and public incitement to kill and cause serious bodily and mental harm to members of
the Tutsi population, and thereby with direct and public incitement to
commit genocide, punishable under Article 6 (a) and (b) and 25(3)(e)
Rome Statute.
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Handout 5: Guidelines for writing
the preliminary judgment
While judges are asked to think about their verdict and come to some
conclusion in the preliminary judgments, they are also advised to keep
an open mind and be willing to change their judgment depending on the
arguments presented during trial.

Form
Judgments written for the Model International Criminal Court shall
not be longer than one A4 page. The style should be formal but concise,
without slang or vague terms.

Contents
A judgment should consist of two sections: conclusion and reasoning.

Conclusion (What did the judge decide?)
Conclusion is the judge’s decision: is the accused guilty or not? In
case of conviction, the resolution shall also include a punishment. There
are no limits to punishments in the simulation and each judge should
follow his/her own sense of justice.
The resolution should be concise, separated from the rest of the text
and placed at the beginning or end of the judgment.

Reasoning (Why did the judge make this decision?)
The aim of the judgment is not only to announce conviction or acquittal but also to provide the best possible justification. The reasoning
should convince the representatives of both parties as well as persons
who were not present at the hearing but are aware of the circumstances
of the case, that the judgment is fair and correct.
Legal reasoning can only be based on a clear opinion of what really
happened. The judgment does not have to include factual circumstances
which were not disputed by either party at the hearing.
Next, the judgment should include the legal reasoning. Due to limited
length, the judgment cannot include all reasons and logical connections
leading to the decision. Only the most important parts have to be selected.
To ensure logical reasoning, the writer should focus on the scheme of
application. Disputes over factual circumstances and contents of provisions need to be resolved before answering the question of whether a
given factual circumstance matches what has been provided in the law.
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Handout 6: cases for trial

Prosecutor vs. Dražen Erdemović
Background of the conflict
Bosnia and Herzegovina declared its independence from the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia in 1992. This was opposed by the country’s Serbs
whose share in the population was around 40% and who had an autonomous Serb republic (Republika Srpska) within the newly independent state. Seeking to achieve an all-Serb population on its territory, the
Serb army (VRS) began expelling and killing the non-Serb population.
In three years, several hundred Bosniak villages were destroyed, more
than 10,000 killed and almost 100,000 displaced. Bosniaks, most of
whom were Muslim, sought refuge from the Serb army in the city of
Srebrenica.
Although the UN had declared a safe area in Srebrenica and sent 400
peacekeepers to protect the civilian population there, VRS invaded the
city in July 1995. In a thoroughly planned operation, Bosniak men were
separated from the women and children and taken to various nearby
villages where mass executions were carried out in the following days.

Dražen Erdemović
Dražen Erdemović was a Bosnian Croat. He attempted to leave Bosnia
and Herzegovina in 1993 to escape the war, but could not get across the
border. Having heard of the dangers of not being in the army and desperately short of money, Erdemović decided to join the VRS in order to
protect himself and his pregnant wife. He selected the 10th Sabotage
Detachment as its duty was reconnaissance, not combat operations.
In reality, however, the unit did more than reconnaissance. One day
in 1994, Erdemović was ordered to attack civilians working in a
field. After he had refused, he was degraded to the rank of private.
On 16. July 1995, his unit was taken to a farm near Srebrenica. He
saw Bosniak men being unloaded from around 20 buses, each carrying
about 60 persons. The men were lined up and Erdemović, together with
seven more soldiers, was told to shoot at them. Erdemović told his commander that he did not wish to participate in such an act. The reply was:
”If you do not wish to, you can just go and stand in the line together with
them. You can give us your rifle.” Hence, he fulfilled the initial order and
killed around 70 Bosniak men.
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Later the same day, his regiment was taken a school in Pilica, where
they were ordered to shoot 500 more muslim men. Erdemovic refused
to shoot them. He nevertheless heard the shootings from a nearby café.
After this incident, Erdemovic went home and started drinking and was
shot in bar by a former member of his military detachment. He underwent surgery and survived.

Indictment
Dražen Erdemović shot and killed unarmed Bosnian civilians on 16.
July 1995. The accused is charged with having committed murder as
a crime against humanity pursuant to article 7(1)(a) of the Rome
Statute.

Rome Statute
Stage one: Did the accused commit a crime against humanity
(Have the objective criteria been met)?
Article 25 of the Rome Statute. Individual criminal responsibility
3. In accordance with this Statute, a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court if that person:
(e) In respect of the crime of genocide, directly and publicly incites
others to commit genocide;
Stage two: did he do it intentionally and knowingly?
(Have the subjective criteria been met? Has there been duress which
would exclude responsibility?)
Article 30 of the Rome Statute. Mental element
1. Unless otherwise provided, a person shall be criminally responsible
and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the
Court only if the material elements are committed with intent and
knowledge.
2. For the purposes of this article, a person has intent where:
(a) In relation to conduct, that person means to engage in the conduct;
(b) In relation to a consequence, that person means to cause that
consequence or is aware that it will occur in the ordinary course
of events.
3. For the purposes of this article, “knowledge” means awareness that
a circumstance exists or a consequence will occur in the ordinary
course of events. “Know” and “knowingly” shall be construed accordingly.
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Task for case Erdemovic
You have to apply the provisions of Rome Statute (see below) to the
acts of accused Dražen Erdemović. Try to follow the previously acquired
model: 1) interpret the provisions (”what do the words mean”) 2) find
the relevant circumstances from the case 3) explain how the circumstances of the case match the provisions.
The role of prosecutors
Your role is to explain why Erdemović should be convicted. To do that,
you should prove the following three points:
1. Erdemović committed a crime against humanity;
2. Erdemović did that intentionally and knowingly;
3. the provisions of Article 31 do not apply (i.e. he cannot be released
from responsibility).
The role of defence counsels
Your role is to explain why Erdemović should be acquitted.
To do that, you should prove at least one4 of the following three
points:
1.	He did not commit a crime against humanity.
2.	He did not do it intentionally and knowingly.
3. Even if he did commit a crime against humanity and did it intentionally and knowingly, he should nevertheless be acquitted in accordance with Article 31(1)(d).

The Prosecutor vs. Georges Ruggiu
Background of the conflict
The small Republic of Rwanda (about twice smaller than Estonia by
territory) is located in Central Africa. The country was ruled by a monarchy during the 15th-20th century. The ruling elite were called Tutsis and
the poorer, mostly farmer population were known as Hutus. It has also
been claimed that Tutsis and Hutus are of different geographical origin
and somewhat different physical traits.
Oppressed Hutus began an uprising against the Tutsi monarchy in
1959. Hutus took power in the country and opposition parties were
gradually removed from political competition. Many Tutsis fled the country during the revolution and the following years.
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In 1990, the Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF) of Tutsi exiles attacked
Rwanda. A three-year civil war ended by an accord between RPF and
MRND (Rwanda’s military government) which created a multi-party system open for both Hutus and Tutsis.
MRND members were not satisfied with the outcome and started
planning the extermination of Tutsi population. Weapons were distributed to Tutsi civilians and „enemy” lists were prepared of persons to be
executed, including Tutsis, Hutus who were opposed the military regime
and the foreign spouses of Tutsi women. An anti-Tutsi media campaign
was designed by MRND to fuel hostility against Tutsis. Its main instrument was the RTLM radio channel which urged people to exterminate
„the enemy“ and broadcast the locations of Tutsi sanctuaries.
Around 800,000 to 1,000,000 Tutsis and liberal Hutus were murdered
during the period of April-July 1994.

Georges Ruggiu
A Belgian citizen of Italian origin, Georges Ruggiu decided to move
to Rwanda in 1994, after having visited the country several times in
the early 1990s and having made social contacts there – also among
the Hutu leaders of Rwanda at that time. He worked as a journalist
and broadcaster at RTLM radio station during January-July 1994. In his
broadcasts during this period, Ruggiu made several references to the
necessity to finish off the 1959 Revolution and in June 1994 directed militias to Gitwe Hill in Mutara Commune, where the Tutsi were apparently
not yet eliminated. Two days after the broadcast, the interahamwe killed
members of some 70 families in that location. Georges Ruggiu’s broadcasts were made in French, but he also used some terms in Kinyarwanda, which had a specific meaning in the Rwandan context at that time.
Among others, Ruggiu used the word Inyenzi („cockroaches” – a pejorative term for Tutsis) and told his listeners to “cut the tall trees” which
many people understood as a referral to the Tutsi who were generally
considered to be taller. Ruggiu did not, however, speak Kinyarwanda.
Ruggiu’s friends in Rwanda, who were all Hutus, told him about the
situation in Rwanda. During his stay in Rwanda, he was always in the
company of Hutus who showed him around. He was even taken to places
where killings were happening but many of his friends described it as
political violence rather than ethnic. Once, when left alone in the street
for a short while, he rescued a lone Tutsi child.
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Indictment
The accused Georges Ruggiu is charged with direct and public incitement to kill and cause serious bodily and mental harm to members of
the Tutsi population, and thereby with direct and public incitement to
commit genocide, punishable under Article 6 (a) and (b) and 25(3)(e)
Rome Statute.

Rome Statute
Phase one: Did the accused commit a crime against humanity
(Have the objective criteria been met)?
Article 25 of the Rome Statute. Individual criminal responsibility
3. In accordance with this Statute, a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court if that person:
(e) In respect of the crime of genocide, directly and publicly incites
others to commit genocide;
Article 6 of the Rome Statute. Genocide
For the purpose of this Statute, “genocide” means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national,
ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
Stage two: Did he do it intentionally and knowingly?
(Have the subjective criteria been met? Has there been duress which
would exclude responsibility?)
Article 30 of the Rome Statute. Mental element
1. Unless otherwise provided, a person shall be criminally responsible
and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the
Court only if the material elements are committed with intent and
knowledge.
2. For the purposes of this article, a person has intent where:
(a) In relation to conduct, that person means to engage in the conduct;
(b) In relation to a consequence, that person means to cause that
consequence or is aware that it will occur in the ordinary course
of events.
3. For the purposes of this article, “knowledge” means awareness that
a circumstance exists or a consequence will occur in the ordinary
course of events. “Know” and “knowingly” shall be construed accordingly.
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Task for case Ruggiu
The role of prosecutors
Your role is to explain why Ruggiu should be convicted. To do that,
you should prove both of the following points:
1.	He incited others to genocide (i.e. all the criteria in Articles 6 and
25 have been met).
2.	He did this intentionally and knowingly (i.e. all the criteria in Article
30 have been met).
The role of defence counsels
Your role is to explain why Ruggiu should be acquitted. To do that, you
should prove at least one5 of the following two points:
1. The objective element (i.e. all the criteria in Articles 6 and 25) is
not present.
2. The subjective element (i.e. all the criteria in Article 30) is not
present.
It is reasonable to try to prove more than one point in order to increase
the chance of success if one of the arguments fails.
Application aid: Rome Statute
Phase one: Did the accused commit a crime against humanity
(Have the objective criteria been met)?
Article 25 of the Rome Statute. Individual criminal responsibility
3. In accordance with this Statute, a person shall be criminally responsible and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court if that person:
(e) In respect of the crime of genocide, directly and publicly incites
others to commit genocide;
Article 6 of the Rome Statute. Genocide
For the purpose of this Statute, “genocide” means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national,
ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
Phase two: did he do it intentionally and knowingly?
(Have the subjective criteria been met? Has there been duress which
would exclude responsibility?)
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Article 30 of the Rome Statute. Mental element
1. Unless otherwise provided, a person shall be criminally responsible
and liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the
Court only if the material elements are committed with intent and
knowledge.
2. For the purposes of this article, a person has intent where:
(a) In relation to conduct, that person means to engage in the conduct;
(b) In relation to a consequence, that person means to cause that
consequence or is aware that it will occur in the ordinary course
of events.
3. For the purposes of this article, “knowledge” means awareness that
a circumstance exists or a consequence will occur in the ordinary
course of events. “Know” and “knowingly” shall be construed accordingly.
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Handout 7: Instructions for Trial

Individual work before the trial
1.	Homework: prepare the arguments to be presented at the trial.
1.1. Establish the group’s their positions in main issues, main
statements and main emphasis. The offence structure and
case exercises will be useful for that purpose
1.2. Prepare legal arguments to support the group’s claims in accordance with the application scheme.
1.3. Divide the prepared content between the first three speakers in more or less equal shares. Decide on the sequence of
speakers.

defense

prosecution

Judges

audience
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The course of trial
Figure 5 indicates the layout of desks in the classroom during the
trial. Parties’ representatives will stand up at their seats and address
their speeches to the judges. The registrar in the front row will measure
the length of speeches and inform the speakers of the remaining time.
The judges are all participants who are not defence counsels or prosecutors. The educator is the registrar.
Before the trial begins, the judges will elect a chairperson to chair the
session. The chairperson must be bold and speak in a clear and strong
voice.

Beginning of the trial
At the beginning of the trial, the parties’ representatives and judges
will be sitting at their desks. The chairperson will be behind the door.
When all have taken their seats, the registrar will stand and announce:
„All rise, the court will enter!”. Everybody will then rise and the judges
will enter the room. Once the chairperson has taken a seat, everybody
may sit. From that moment, the chairperson will be in command – he/
she will conduct all procedures (call on the parties’ representatives, orders silence in the room where necessary).

The trial
When everything is ready, the chairperson will call on the prosecution who will have three speeches to present their arguments and requests to the court (see Table 3). The registrar will measure the length
of speeches (4 min each). When the speaker’s time is up, the registrar
will notify the chairperson, who will politely interrupt the speech and call
on the next speaker.
Once the prosecution has presented its arguments, the judges may
proceed with questioning. The questions will not target argumentation
errors or criticise the presentations, their aim is to gather additional information which the judges find necessary in order to reach a fair judgment. The questioning will be led by the registrar.
After that, the chairperson of the court shall call on the defence. Defence
presentations will once again be followed by questioning.
Next, both the prosecution and the defence shall have the opportunity to
once more outline their positions and reply to the other party.
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#

Part of the session

Duration

1.

Speech of the prosecution

4 minutes

2.

Speech of the prosecution

4 minutes

3.

Speech of the prosecution

4 minutes

4.

Speech of the defense

4 minutes

5.

Speech of the defense

4 minutes

6.

Speech of the defense

4 minutes

7.

Judges’ questions to both sides

4 minutes

8.

Prosecution’s reply speech

4 minutes

9.

Defense’s reply speech

4 minutes

All together

36 minutes

End of trial (h4)
When the principal part of the trial has ended, the chairperson will announce: „The session is finished. The court shall retire to make a judgment,” at which point everybody will rise and the chairperson will leave
the room. The courtroom is now under the command of the registrar,
who will explain what happens next.

